"Beyond the Fracking Wars is a must-read for anyone wanting to understand the competing policy choices that must be made—especially in disputes over resource extraction and governmental regulation—as unconventional shale oil and gas development moves forward."
—Bruce M. Kramer, Texas Tech University School of Law (emeritus) and University of Colorado Law School

“This book expertly captures the core issues that have accompanied the recent rapid growth of shale gas development in the United States. Beyond the Fracking Wars is thoroughly researched and has excellent breadth and depth. Its coverage of legal, social, and technical topics from the local community to the national level provides a refreshingly detailed account of this complex resource boom.”
—Hannah Jacobs Wiseman, Florida State University College of Law

“There are few issues as polarizing and divisive as fracking and other methods of hydrocarbon development. It is hard to imagine a book that stays above the fray and yet is both comprehensive and detailed. But Beyond the Fracking Wars does just that, and more. Eminently readable, it will be of inestimable value to attorneys, planners, and laypeople alike.”
—Mark B. Lapping, coauthor of The Small Town Planning Handbook and Rural Planning and Development in the United States